
SUMMARY
Objective: Passionate and innovative Web Developer Engineer eager to join a forward-thinking organization known for its cutting-edge solutions. 
Leveraging a solid foundation in web development and a relentless drive for excellence, I aim to play a pivotal role in driving technological 
advancements and contributing significantly to the organization's success and growth.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Leads Adding Intern -

Pankhuri Pvt Ltd

Virtual Lab Developer Intern -

Indian Institute of Technology

Web Developer Intern -

Codsoft Pvt Ltd

Web Developer Intern -

Bharat Intern Pvt Ltd
Description:

EDUCATION

B.Tech in Electronics and Communication Engineering (ECE)

Bundelkhand University, Jhansi

SSC (Intermediate)

UP Board - 82.8%

HSC (High School)

UP Board - 88.50%

KEY SKILLS
HTML
CSS
JAVASCRIPT
FIGMA DESIGN
Communication 

Certifications

7905190813

sonirishabh19269@gmail.com

https:\/\/www.linkedin.com\/in\/rishabh-soni-
4a46ab218

Rishabh Soni
Virtual Lab Developer Intern

Oct '22 Mar '23

Spearheaded the lead generation process, employing innovative strategies that resulted in a 30% increase in qualified leads.•
Collaborated with cross-functional teams to optimize lead conversion funnels, enhancing overall sales efficiency.•

Jul '23 Present

Kanpur

Engaged in the development of virtual lab environments, contributing to the enhancement of hands-on learning experiences for students.•
Implemented advanced features and functionalities, ensuring seamless user interaction within the virtual lab environment.•

Aug '10 Sep '10

Actively participated in the design and development of dynamic web applications, utilizing HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.•
Collaborated closely with senior developers, gaining valuable insights into industry best practices and coding standards.•

Aug '10 Sep '10

Contributed to the creation of responsive and user-friendly websites, focusing on optimizing performance and user experience.•
Assisted in troubleshooting and debugging, ensuring seamless functionality across various browsers and devices.•

Apr '18

Apr '16



1) Certificate of completion and 2nd prize winner digital literacy competition by edgefx

Literacy.

Knowledge.
2) Certificate of participation in live webinar code sprint

Code sprint.

3) Completed training in  Embedded System from Taxtron Pvt. Ltd.

Awarded a certificate of completion from edgefx for demonstrating proficiency in digital•

secured the 2nd prize in the digital literacy competition, showcasing exceptional skills and•

Attained a certificate of completion for active participation in a live webinar organized by•

Demonstrated a keen interest in advancing skills and knowledge in WEB DEVELOPMENT.•

Learned the Programming concepts of Arduino and achieved the certificate of completion. •


